




Executive Summary 
This project was initiated by SAWA, a Dutch Foundation that had to withdraw after one 
year Sinput. Cefq an Italian NGO witksimilar experience and expertise, is cdntinuing 
the project. This Mid-Tern Evaluation assesses the progress towards achieving results, 
dkws lessons rearned's'o fir ari'dmakes'recommendations for the continuation ofthe 
project into a second phase being planned for December 2002 to August 2004. 

The problems being addressed in the horticultural sector are: 
Limited availability of qualified trainers and insufficient horticultural knowledge and 
technical skills at farmers level. 
Limited availability of good quality irrigation water; poor quality of irrigation 
infrastructure and poor irrigation management. 
Limited availability of high quality inputs (seeds, fertilizers, tools and pesticides). 

This project depends on a high level of seasonality as is described later, so the first phase 
has odjiincluded one I11 season to demonstrate and train on the job both trainers and 
farmers. Because of the awkward timing of the phases, the second phase will only involve 
another. fidl season Hawever. the two phases t o m e r  include a total of three seasons. 
Even so, this is little enough opportunity to train farmers who are new to inigated crop 
agriculture. 

. . 

This first phase can be considered to be a successfiil start-up period. The major 
achievements are: . 

Well- established working relationship S; 

Good quw research and data gathering and good documentation; 
The issues concerning input supplies have been defined and are being addressed; 
Date P i i ,  CTtms andFapaya planting material have been obtained and are about to 
be distributed; 
Training matefig forboth dates, h i t s  and vegetables have been designed and are 
being developed further through practice; 
Tfaiming oftraihers is being carried out and the trainers have already higher standards 
than previously and use good quality material; 
One r o d  of demonstration sites were completed and on-farm training of f'ers is 
being carried out; 
Faimers are we11 aware of the existence of the project and are being encouraged to 
improve their productivity through interaction with project staff; 
More people are t&g up farming although to what extent has not yet been formally 
monitored; 
Smeys offhfiat~on kf?Fastmcture have been carried out although the quality of these 
is causing some concern and efforts to improve information gathering are being 
planned; 
A dialogue process is continuing with communities about how specific structures are 
tahe imp~vedand- c o m n i t y  contribution is required before agreements 
to go ahead are made; 
Shallow wells and canals agreed for rehabilitation are being completed; 












